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·.Mr. Anthony Bru~neman, Director· of Student Activities, has indicated plans to present a proposal
concerning the initiation of the
Greek fraternity system on Xavier's
campus. The proposal will be
presented through the Student Life
Committee to the Board of Trustees
at their March 23 meeting. lnitiaiion
of any such system ·is continge"ilt
upon Board approval. Mr. Michael
Conaton, Chairman of the Student
Life Committee could not be reach·
ed for comment.
According to Roderick Shearer,
Vice-President and Dean for Student· Development,
similar
proposal was voted down by the
Trustees three years ago. At that
time, added Shearer, the Board felt
the Greek system promoted eli-
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Student opinions on frater.nities and sorori·ties

Membership in the fraternity is
Ron .Klimczak, Pied Piper resident
Junior commuter tramfer frc
"I like frats and sororities, They
TMC wfw was in Alpha Lambda open to all students who attend
from Cleveland:
would be cool. I'd like to start one,
Xavier. We have ·approximately 35
Mu sorority:
"I am opposed to fraternities and do you want to get in it?''
"Sororities and fraternities are active m~mbers plus hundreds of
sororities. Xavier is small and I think
by fragmenting it:ruriher you·d lose... · ·.>"Yes; Tthink so;'why'do you asli'r'·' · great for commuters because· it gives alumni.
Each year we haveapledgesea.wn
us a chance to meet and associate
any spirit that's left. I have friends at
which usually begins at the beginJohn Carroll and I never saw it as a
"Good idea, they already exist with people of the school.
I miss the sorority because at ning of the school year in September
university With any spirit. The here, they just aren't organized."
Thomas More my social life centered and runs through till the end of Ocsororities and fraternities don't seem
to be contributing to any unity
"Yes. They would help mix around our activities. We felt closer tober.
among the students ther.e."
students. The· underclass doesn't to each other and to the functions of
Pi Alpha Phi Members Comment:
·
Freshmen with negative opinions seein t_()_ mix with upperclass. They the school."
"We think that additional frats
could
organize
the
outside
activities.
Julie Waddell. a senior commuter: and sororities would benefit the unconcerning sororities and fraternities: ·
· They would need support."
I am totally opposed to the idea. iversity life greatly. They would
Commuters have plenty of oppor- serve as· a source of spirit and in"I don't feel that we need or should
tunity already to become involved in
want sororities and fraternities at
Freshman, Husman Hall, dorm campus activities and organizations. crease the competitive drive.· They
Xavier. The community ofstudents
would instill a school pride and
... Larry Visnic, Pied Piper resident is already very close within the student from New York City:
Many of us, busy with classes and Christian unity.'' R.M.
"I
think
that
Xavier
University
:'from Washington, D. C.:
part-time jobs, simply do not have
dorms. We shouldn't have to have
"I think a lot of people on campus
f The establishment of fraternities the element of competitiveness should have at least one sorority and the time. The presence offraternities
~' and/ or sororities on the campus of which sororities and fraternities br- fraternity because when most and sororities on campus will have would benefit in having other fraternities and sororities. It's a way of
[Xavier suggests an increase in the
ing with them. There is also the. students go to college they might like no effect on our crowded schedules. meeting people and making friends
~ ..services offered to the community by
possibility that they will make the to join a fraternity or sorority. They Those .of us who want to be a part of you'll keep for the rest of your life."
~this university. We enjoy a (properuniversity too group conscious. We also might wani to join the organiza- Xavier activities will find a way to M.B.
W:ty) tax exempt status at the expense
now are a unified body. Sororities tion at the school they are atten- make time; we don't 'need frater"I think that Xavier should have
~of the surrounding communities and and fraternities wo·uld simply help to ding.. .ln.stead of going (to the school nities/ sororities as ~ catalyst for
more
fraternities and sororities. By
downtown)
another
school.
rtherefore are obliged to provide
extra-curricular involvement. I un- doing this I believe that students
break this group up into separate
The
students
should
at
least
have
~.some compensation to them, since
derstand that several administrators
fact.ions." Female, Dorm student ·
the option of joining a sorority or are promoting the idea. If students· would become closer friends. There
![(_many of the local residents are un- . from Detroit, HAB.
would be more school spirit and parfraternity if they would like to.
~::able to appreciate the fine liberal arts .
want sororities/fraternities, we will ticipation." B.N.
·
:,(.education Xavier offers.
petition for them through Student
"I'm not familiar with either. Can
Women
from
Breen
offer
opinion:
Senate;
until
that
time
the
topic
only compare them to U.C. The peo-.
pie in those (U.C.'s)werejerks. The
We feel that the introduction of should be shelved. Fraternities and
opinions of others .aren't good, sororities and fraternities at Xavier sororities lead to the~ formation of
although some people enjoyed it.''
would broaden the gap between cliqu~s - Xavier is much better off
commuter and .dorm students. If without them.
"I for one, could care less.''
these groups are centered around the
Katie Pearson, juniorS. R. on 3 W
dorms, most commuters are bound
.....it.
.
"The dorms have. a strong enough to be excluded from theiractivities. ·Husman:
Applications for the position of
\,; Dave Scalettais chairman of the
sense of community. Frats and
"I think it's a very good idea, but it Editor-in-Chief of the Xavier News
On a small campus such as
: .Student Government Election Comsororities would cause too large a · Xavier's, we question the need for would have to be carefully planned will be accepted until 5 p.m., March
mittee designed to boost voter turseparation of students."
such groups whose purpose is to . and set up to avoid too many cliques 25. Those who wish to become can~out this year. Scaletta declares that
promote unity, but who, by their (which in my eyes could easily didates for this position· should
:. in November 1976 turnout was 22%
"I think they--. If we had one very nature, are limited to one. sex happen, Xavier bei'ng as sD_Jall ~s it sec1,1re a copy of the "Guidelines for
:::."Pr the student body and 11%. in
·
· ·
·
of both, the groups would separate and tend to be exclusive rather than is).
· the Preparation of an Editorial
'::March '76 .. Scaletta's goal is SO%
and 'there is enough of that here inclusive.
·.
:although he admits this is very opPolicy for the X.U. News"at the InPi Alpha Phifraternity wasfirst formation Desk in the University
alr~ady."
We feel there are many questions
tarnistic.
introduced to Xavier ·University Center. These Guidelines will assist
to be answered,, among which are:
· He has been working closely with
. Freshmen with a favorable opiHow much student support is back iri /922 by a group oflocal men the applicants in preparing an
>Mr. Anthony Brueneman's office
nion of sororities and fraternities:
who went to high school together. editorial policy which must be ~ub
backing the proposal?
'making signs which will be distric"That's a good idea. It would be
What is to prevent it from becom- The fraternity itse(f is not a national mitted with a letter of application.
.tubed .. The committee will erect 6
better than dorms. Better student ing a financial burden with dues, in- fraternal organization like the ones The letter of ·application should
voter booths: in every dorm .at
parties.''
associated with most campuses, but specify the candidate's qualifications
itiation fees, etc.?
junchtime, in Alter Hall, the
rather a local, private fraternity for the editorship. The application
How
would
this
effect
the
present
. cafeteria, grill and foyer of the Un"Definiiety like frat life .. More of wing arrangements- S.R.'s, G.A.'s, · located on the X. U. campus.
materials (len copies) should be
. iversity Center. "The majority of the
The purpose of the fraternity is to . returned to the Information Desk,
everything compared to dorms; · etc.'!
·, voters arc dormies, not commuters,
helps community spirit.''
If this proposal is adopted, how promote brotherhood through addressed to the Programs and
, we're going to work on this
would vacant rooms on sorority- Chri.~tian and social projects; such as Publications Committee. Applicant
. problem." Said Scaletta "You can't
dances, and parties for both c;harities interviews will be conducted by the
"They are favorable because it fraternity wings be filled?
. expect to be represented unless you
How would rush affccJ incoming ami· to maintain our fraternity· ex- Programs and publications Comvote. and I think that's the key to stu- · gives students a chance to compete in
penses.
unusual areas.''
st udcnts'!
·
mittee on April 6, 3 p.m ..
dent involvement."
Speculation concerning. starting
· fraternities and sororities at Xavier
piqued the News' interest this week.
The News. learnedfrom Rod Shearer,
vice-president and Dean for ·student
Development that the Northlich
Stolley Marketing Research report
indicated strong interest in sororities
and fraternities among un~
dergraduates, alumni, faculty/administrators, /n.an effort to research
student opinion and stimulllte
· : thought on the topic the News posed
· the question "Do you feel Xavier
,( should have sororities and /rater·.· ... nities?" .

f$e~ate tries
ft() 1m prove.
~oil turnout

App_licants
wanted -for
editorship

By. DON TASSONE
OrelftH Eclltof

Anyone interested in hosteling can either consult his Webster's Dictionary or travel over to the Friars Club (Mc~illan St. anc; ~hio
Avenue) on Sunday, March 20, at 3:30P.M. Bnng your questJo.ns,
suggestions, and friends and meet people who have ~one the h~steh.ng
bit either in the U.S. or overseas; share your hosteling e"pertJse Wit~
others who need help getting started; join those wanting tl) go in your
direction.
·.
.
The meeting is sponsored by the TriState Council of the Amencan
Youth Hostels, Inc. Call Sue Hughes at 791-IJIOor Harold Vinackeat
931-6747 for further information.

•••

MILWAUKEE - Alimony was "taking everythin~ I have, including the shirt off my back," said Peter Driscoll.of Milwaukee,. So
when a $300 family-support payment came due rec~ntly, he u~de~lmed
his point by sending his check to the county's ahmony office m the
form of a saddle-tan, short-sl~eve Se~rs shirt. ~he draft. wr.itt~n on the
shirt caused some discussion m the ahmony office, ~ut It ~1dn t both~r
court clerk Francis McCormack. He smoothed out Its wnnkles, put It
on a hanger, stamped his endorsement on it, and sen~ it to the bank for
deposit in the county's account.
-from the National Observer

•••

Festival '77 at WCET-TV offers everything from Tchaikovsky to
Jackson Browne and promises something for everyone. The 15.days of
special programming air through Sunday, March 20, and brmg you
suc.h festivities as:
Cincinnati Reds Special- A documentary look at our World Champion Reds .... the players, coaches, and manager - on March II, II :00
P.M.
.
Masterpiece Theater - Upstairs, Downstairs featuring the famous .
Bellamy family from Eaton Place- Sundays at 9 P.M. and Thursday at
8 P.M.
_
P-uccini's "La Boheme" - This first-ever live performance of the
Metropolitan Opera is conducted by Cincinnati composer James
'Levine and stars Lucians Pavarotti and Renata Scotti- at 8 P.M. on
both Tuesday, March 15, and Saturday, March 19.
Soundstage Jackson Browne performs some of his greatest material in a onehour, uninterrupted concert on Monday, March 14, at 9 P.M.
· B.D. King sings the blues in an-exciting, mood-setting concert at
10:15 P.M. also on March 14.
WCET depends on community support for its survival, and
therefore this Festival '77 campaign is most important- not to menti~n .interesting to-watch.

•••

. Student Senator Dave Scaletta (R) says; "Don't forget to vote" in
the Senate elections held March 17 and 18. He also relates that
petitions for any one of the eight open Senate seats can be picke~up at
the University Center. Information Desk. When asked what this, the
political season. here at Xavier means to him, Scaletta proclaimed, "It
means that the air is filled with speeches and vice versa."
.

•••

My Senior Resident is a pain in the neck. In fact, some people even
have a much lower opinion of him.

•••

All Xavier students, faculty, and friends are invited to attend the
Spring Festival For the Age of Enlightenment. The event will be held
this year on two evenings and proposes the theme "To Create an Ideal
Society."
The first gathering will take place on Saturday, March 19, 7:30
P.M., at 3047 Madison Rd. (Oakley Square). Three awards will be
given to those community leaders who have helped to create a more
ideal society.
·
The Cash Room in Xavier's Logan Hall will be the site of the second
ass.embly on the following night, Sunday, March 20,7:30 P.M. It will
be an evening of celebration with music, poetry, and refreshments all
on the agenda.
The Festival is sponsored by the Students International Meditation
Society. For more information call 631-6800.
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What the world needs is a truce, the whole truce, and nothing but the
·
truce, so help us <;iod.

. ~ Vers1•ty cuts·· own throat
U n1
· . · .
t• •t• ·
• •
..through con0 ICtln.g· BC lVI leS
·
By. ,!!_V~~-.~!~N
It has always been my belief that a
university has, as its primary goal,
the education and benefit of the
students in mind. Perhaps this is a
somewhat naive view of this subject,
but it my view nonetheless. A recent
·
· ma kes
action taken by the umvers1ty
me begin fo wonder where this un· ' s pnont1es
· "
J'Je.
ivers1ty
As a member of the Xavier
Players, I, along with my colleagues,
feel that we have been unfairly
wronged in that the Emmy Lou
Harris - Leo Kottke concert has
been suddenly scheduled in
Schmidt Fieldhouse the night of our
opening performance. Considering
that the Jethro .Tull ·concert was
already scheduled in the Coliseum
for that very night, the last thing the
Players needed was competition.
from our own university.
At a senate meeting about a
month ago, the senate was given a

Senate

The Leatned Lady, 8 p.m., theatre .
Win1 Party., West Husman, 9-1 p.m.

N~WS

The Xavier Newi is the official student
newspaper Qf Xavier University. The articles, pictures, and format are the responsibility of the
editors and do not represent the views of the administration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the
opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board and do

SUNDAY
The Learned Lady., 2 p.m., theatre
St.· Patrick's Day. Parade, I:45 p.m.,
2nd & Plum, (Xavier is entering a float)

not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body, faculty, or administration of Xavier
University.
The Newa is published weekly during the school
year ·e•cept during vacation and .examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. The Nawa
was entered as second· class matter October 4,
1945, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879:
Letters submitted to the New• for publication
must carry signature and address of ·writer.

report by the Concert Committee; In·
this report, it was stated that the·
Concert Committee was, for'all in-.
tents and purposes; .a ·defunct·
organization, since they did not have ·
the money to compete 'Y.ith Riverfront Coliseum and other larger universities for quality concert product1'ons. It was also stated that 1'f there
were to be any more concerts. here at
Xav•'er, the·y would ·be on the same
scale as the afternoon Mark Gaddis
concert, which, I might add, was a
very successful undertaking. All of a
sudden aflast week's senate meeting,
the senators were ·informed that
Xavier was going to present the
Em my Lou Harris -:- Leo Kottke
concert March lith in the
field house.
Now it is my understanding that
this concert is being sponsored by
Ross Todd Productions and WEBN,
but Xavier University still had the
final word on whether or not our
fieldhouse could. be· used on this

hefts Durand report,

a·men·ds SGFB constitution
By ED MURRAY
New• Senate Reporter

Three items were discussed at the
senate meeting held Monday, March
7. These included an admissions
report from Rene Durand, Director
of Admissions, a Financial Board
constitutional amendment, and two
club constitutional proposals. · .
Durand stated that last year he
saw two basic. goals for the admissions ·department. The first, to
give the students more exposure to
Xavier, the second to involve more
Xavier students in the recruitment
program itself. Last year, under this
basic plan, said Durand,
applications were increased from
664 to 1040 and enrollment was up
froin 520 to 549. This general increase was created by expanding
travel, hosting two college board
receptions, a stronger direct mailing
program, new publications, and a
computerized filing system.
This year, the academic quality of
students was better and applications
for the 77-78 school year are up by
4.5%, Durand added.
Senate also discussed a con-stitutional amendment proposed by
Student Government Financial
Board Chairperson Thomas P.
Callahan. The amendment was passed 11-l, with senator Dahlstrom giving .the dissenting vote .. This amendment changed by-law 7 section 2 of
the constitution, and will go into
effect after April I. It will involve a
structural change in the SGFB,

allowing the treasurer of student mitted to the president of senate for···
government membership on the the 2/3 approval of their appointboard and formalizing a link of com- ment.
munication between senate and the
Finally, two proposed club confinancial board.
stitutions were considered and apThis formalization will permit the proved. One, a men's volley-ball
. chairman to officially advertise .team.club, the second a math tutorthrough the faculty to the students ing society open to all students.
that positions on the Board are . ·· "It was also announced that Mr.
available. This would make it easier John Dean, author of Blind. Ambifor interested students to contact the .tionJs tentatively scheduled to speak
·
chairman,· co'nie to board. meetings, on ·Friday, May 6.
and finally
have
their names
sub.
.
.

Pittenger to.
speak at
Pled Piper

Security number
changed

Thomas J. Stadtmiller, Business
Manager, announced the. institution of a new paging system for the
Security Department. This paging
system will ·replace the one idenOn ·Friday, March 11, Dr. Nor- tified on Page Two, Item I (C) of
. man Pittenger, an internationally · the current Campus Telephone
Directory. This .system will funcknow11 process theologi~n fro~
tion
as follows: ·
King's College in Cambndge, w1.1l
speak at·the Pied Piper at 2~30. H~s 1) Dial the followln1 telephone
number: 144-8090.
topic will be Christoloty - Who IS
Jesus of NazarethT' Dr. Pittenger l) You will then bear two rinas
· followed .by a "beep" sianal.
has written several noteworthy
3)
You now have fifteen seconds to
books: The Word Incarnate (1959),
transmit your messaae; for exProcess- Though and Christian Faith
ample, "Security, please call the
(1968), and Christology · ReconBusiness Office immediately at
sidered (1970). His latest work, Un745-3636."
bounded Love, was J)Ublished ~y
This system is to be utilized only at
Seabury Press last year.· ~n ;'<avier
vacuity and students are mv1ted to times when there is no communicahear this knowledgeable and enter- tion with Security available
through the 745-3636·or 745-3201
taining conversationist.

THURSDAY

m
SATURDAY

night for this purpose. Being a true
Muskie, I like con<;erts as much as
anyone else, but I don't think t.hat·
they should be sponsore<i by the u.niversity when they would conflict
with some other student activity·or
some value. (It might be noted that·
the Cor bet t Fo u nda t'i on·
enthusiastically supports · college·
· theater at _C.C. M., Mt. hSt: Joet ·
Edgecliff, and Xavier - t ~y mus ·
think that it's worth something.) ""
A university of Xavier's· "si;ze·
should not cut the throat on:i's own·
activities. I'm not saying thatb·.·the .
concert should not hav~ ld
... een·
scheduled, but that it shou .. ··not
have been scheduled ond opening·
1 11
night of The Learned La ies: · t a ·
comes down to a question of bu~ks ..
But when a university starts to thmk.
only in terms of money rather~~~~
the interest of hard-workmg
students, I seriously question· its
priorities.
The Xavier Players would really
appreciate the support of the Xavier
student body, especially considering
the fact that an injustice .has been
done.
The concert costs $6 in advance,
$7 at the door: We're free, with an
X.U. J.D. You m!lke your choice.

AASA, 4:30-6:30, Fac. & Guest Dining
Room.

FRIDAY
SABB, 2:30-5:00, Fordham
Leo Kottke & Emmylou Harris, sponsored by Ross Todd Productions ?
Concert Committee, 8 p.m., F.H.
The Learned Lady., By the X. U.
Players, 8 p.m., theatre

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

BLARNEY STONE DA YS,• 2 p.m.,
The Green Gorge Brockman ·court.
2:30 Cage Volleyball ·Tournament.
Brockman Court, 8 p.m. Tuesday night
at the Fights. Fieldhouse
Sailing Club, 7:30-9 p.m., Fordham
Room

BLARNEY STONE DAYS, 2 p.m.,
The Irish Marathon. Brockman Court,
8 p.m. Shamrock Road Rally. North
Campus Lot
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· Flying Club, 8-11 p.m., Hearth
Room
Student Senate, 2:45-5 p.m. OKI
Room

Xav•·r New•

,,ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
The Last Tycoon: Fitzgerald would turn in his _grave
Ha:vi'rig' read nothing about The
Last_Tycoon except the credits, I was

novel by using Fitzgerald's dialogue
- her name is Kathleen Moore- as
and transposing·· some scenes· quite
she periodically advances and
pretty excited. It is the Sam Spiegel. literally; but have managed in their
retreats: they make love on the beach
production of a film directed by Elia xerographic zeal 'to lose the nuance, · one night, music throbbing
Kazan, adapted for the screen by .. the suggestiveness, of Fitzgerald's
tumescently all over the soundtrack;
·Harold. Pinter from F. Scott ' prose~ The film is massive with stars
next day she says she mustn't see him
Fitzgerald's · final nt.vel, starring .. and costumes and lavish sets, but the
again, etc. Finally Stahr receives a
Robert DeNiro, Jack Nicholson, . mass is monodimensional.
telegram telling him she's been
Robert Mitchum, Jeanne Moreau,
The Last · Tycoon is Monroe married, and Stahr begins drinking
Tony Curtis, Donald Pleasence and· Stahr, a 30's Hollywood whiz kid, a
and botches a big deal and is on his
Ray-.Milland, and I am not an
way out. The movie ends there, as
English. major nor a film freak for
does the novel, but the novel didn't
nothing . if. not to recognize names
mean· to and the movie does.
when.,J. see them. But alas, The lAst
Actually, there's more to Tycoon
Tycoon.,. is absolutely the worst
than this, and it's all pretty bad.
movie,.l've -ever seen, possibly lite
Fitzgerald wanted to portray
worst ever. made. It is so bad that my
Hollywood's cheapness and
primary .. reaction wasn't anger or
degeneracy, and created Stahr as a
revulsion .or boredom -·although it
dynamic man of integrity who
is. bor:ing ......:. but astonishment. And
manages to put together wonderful
embar.rassment, in discovering that
movies from the self~interest ·and
these stars of page, stage and screen
chaos of a big studio. Fitzgerald's
riot only have feet, but calves and
Stahr is an artist, imposing his
knees and thighs apparently, of clay.
romantic vision upon everything
Fitzgerald I can excuse; The· Last
about him while yet taking hard
Tycoon isn't the great American
reality into account. The novel
novel, but it contains some brilliant
manages to sustain this portrait of
passages, and since Fitzgerald died
Stahr; the movie does not. On
before completing or revising it, we
.screen, through Pinter's and Kazan's
can assume he would have smoothed
treatment, Stahr is concretized and .
it. out somewhat. (We can also·
minimized.
assume the dead cannot return, or
Fitzgerald certainly would wage a
Tycoon consistently undercuts
ghos~ly vendetta against Hollywood
itself. While Stahr is alleged-to make
romantic
hero
(not
unlike
Jay
- Gatsby, and now this ... )
Gats by) in an environment hostile to good films from poor material, the
Pinter and Kazan, however, ought romanticism and heroes. Early in examples offered are anything but
to be locked into a small projection the novel (and film), Stahr is memorable indeed, they are intenroom and subjected to continuous overseeing post-earthquake studio tional and none-too-precise parodies
screenings of their disaster. Not only repairs when a huge, gilt papier- of movies of that era. The parodies
has Pinter produced an anomalous, mache head of the goddess Siva are vaguely · humorous, purposely
awful, but when Stahr approves
misshapen beast of a script, but comes floating down the backlot,
Kazan has embraced and further two girls clinging to it, and damned if those same clips we can only wonder
mutilated it, rather than putting the one of them isn't the spit and image just how shrewd he's supposed to be.
poor thing out of its misery. They of Stahr's deceased wife. Enchanted,
have attempted to adhere to the Stahr tracks down and ~rsues her
Too~ both camerawork and.
editing are incredibly unimaginative.
r-------------~In attempting to give the- film
CONSIDER THE POWER .

OF WOMEN DEDICATED
TO PROMOTING JUSTICE

·,

A Religious Society
For the Foreign Missions
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921·1176
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a
Christian? Would you like to love not~ne, but all mankind? Ar~ you bold
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most reJected, as
a missionary? A Verona Father?
·

For further information write:

Fr. Ken
·
2104 St. ·Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204
1-513-921-1176

r ,

i

1935 Madison Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
(513) 961-6649

D When I'm thinking
about girls.
·
D When I'm trying to
meet girls.
0 When I'm wondering
where in the world
all the girls are.

-..-:::--;you KNOW ABOUT THE BIRDS AND BEES
. ::NOW LEARN ABOUT CARAT~ AND QUALITY
The size of a diamond is measured in carats •
. ' But size doesn't always determine quality.
The cut must be perfect to bring out the lights
and fire of a diamond. The color must be white
to capture a rainbow of col~rs. You can depend
on us to explain all these differences •••
.before you say "I do" _to a diamond.

All diamond bridal sets 20% off.Nexttendayssetshown $295
with discount $235.
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THE VERONA FATHERS.

When da you say Budwel-.?

Ask about the variety

••
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well he might. Ton~· Curtis has a
reasonably funny scene as a
menopausal leading man whose
offscreen impotence paralyzes him
in onscreen love scenes. Jack
Nicholson.catalyzes the film for the
brief sequence in which he appears as
a communist organizer. Jeanne
Moreau, as an aging star, looks old.
Roberi Mitchum, playing studio
mogul Pat Brady, looks bored. Newcomer Theresa . Russell gives a
promising performance as Cecilia
Brady, Pat Brady's daughter, in love
with Stahr; in the novel she serves as
narrator. Model Ingrid Boulting,
hailed, as a "find," plays Kathleen
Moore quite embarrassingly. She
has an odd, interesting beauty in
repose, but moves woodenly; rather
than distant and mysterious; she is
insipid and peculiar.
In · short, The Last Tycoon is
positively fecal. Television will buy it
within a year.
-Anita Buck

-

.

of ministries of
The Siste~ of Notre Dame
deNamur
Sister Mary Enen Dow, S.N.D.

STUDENT
CHARGE
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romance and dignity, the shots are
quite stock and quite lengthy, making Tycoon as ponderous and
helpless as a beached whale. This
may be sheer ineptitude as well as
misjudgement: twice, a microphone
protrudes into the top of the frame.
This shoddiness is inexcusable in a
big-budget film; it should have been
caught _and the scenes shot again.
I really don't understand how Tycoon can be so dreadful; its makers
do know better. In fact, even in Tycoon there is one brief but superbly
photographed and edited sequence
of a ping-pong game. It's so good,
and .the rest so horrid, that it's really
startling. Is that the orily moment
during months c.f filmmaking in
which genius glimmered? Apparently.
Tycoon's general malise has
spread even to the actors. Robert
DeNiro as Monroe Stahr gives an
adequate but inconsistent performance; often, he looks sheepish, as

DISCOUNT·
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

.
.
605 Race Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

tel: 621-0704
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Wrestling, k1.1ng fu,weig"~t lifting
Dexter 8 bl§ man. doeS make
By ROGER ROSENTHAL
, . _ ~porta wrn.r

-John Cspurro, the brother of Dr. Nicholas Capurro, the former
coach and founder of the Cincinnati Comets, has been named as
Xa_vier's new soccer coach after the resignation of Bob McKinney.
John Capurro an engineer, assisted ln. coaching the Comets, and
runs the Youth Select L11ague (YSL) In Cincinnati.
Capurro is the uncle of John C,apurro the X. U. sophomore soccer
player.

..
It may have been a difficult season
for the Xavier University wrestling
team under the watchful eyes o(
Coach Jim Bergman, but for Dexter
Carpenter, things may have gone too
fast;
The 22 year old freshman, who lettered at Deer Park, and later went into the Navy, hadagoodshotatmaking the Nationals last week, but was
'disqualified due to his grade average.
Carpenter now competes in freestyle tournaments .,very· weekend
since the end of the season, and practices at Woodward High School during the week. He has been wrestling
for a total of eight years, ranging
from the I 26 pound weight class to
the 142 pound class, in which he
wrestles for the Musketeers and in
freestyle.
·
Dexter got' started in this sport
because, as he put it, "I was too short
for basketball and· too light for football."
In order to make the Nationals,
Carpenter ·explains that one must
place in the top two of his individual
weight class in the regionals.
Before his disqualification, Dexter said,· "The competition is thick
and people tell me I have a good
shot, but I'd say I have about a 50%

chance of making it (Nationals)."
"I mainly stay off of fats and keep
What are the main strengths of with a liquid diet, which includes lots
Dexter's wrestling ability? "I'd say of juices. I also stick with vitamilis."
my strength and speed help me the
He added, "I'd say natural cereal is
most," Dexter said modestly.
niy inain diet but before a match. we
Saying Carpenter (142), is strong can eat a lot of proteins to get our
is an understatement. He ..only" strength up, and this involves eatings
benchpres~s 310 pounds, which is steaks."
above average 'for anfweight cla~s: ····&sides ·wrestling, Dexter is
Practices .are also important to · volved with body building~ and. if ·
Carpeter. ·"Everything revolves ·you have ever seen him, you know
around practices; Youlearnalotand .this must be true.
··· ·: · ·
the coach keeps a w~tchflil eye on · . He also owns his own M~rtial
you." ·
· ·· ··
· · Arts Club, which, he points out~ helps
By the time a match rolls around, him with his wrestling.
· ·· ·
it's interesting to see .what goes
The ..sport" Big Time Wrestling
through the mind of a wrestler. Dex- was brought up in our conversation
ter Carpenter explains how he and Carpenter talked about· his.
prepares·for a match.
thoughts concerning it.
.. .... "It may sound strange but I go
"It's an acting-type racket;· a
through my psyches before a farce. It came-from free-style wrestlmatch. I use my concentration ing arid there's a lot of stuntmen in it
method from my Kung-Fu and a lot of money but it offends
me~'.' .
learnings."
Carpenter added, "I also think of
· Carpenter ·added, "The only way
the people that are counting on me to I'd get into it was if I got hungry after
win. My parents, teammates, and I graduate."
coach are out there and I don't want . Dexter has started his Xavier
to let. them down." ·
wrestling career on the "right" foot
Outing a course of a season, Dex- and plans to keep it that way and his
ter must keep an eye on his weight involvement with freestyle,. Martial
which involves watching what he Arts, and collegiate wrestling proves
eats.,He summed up the feeling of this .. Dexter Carpenter is a big innoL being able to eat anythi.ng he dividual.
wanf1dn one word - ..suffering."

in-

Women roundballers lose to
Oberlin, Case West. at tourney
By ROGER ROSENTHAL
,._SpcmaWrtltlr ·

The- Xavier women basketballers
came close; but as· the. old saying
goes, "close doesn't count unless it's
horseshoes. or hand grenades."
The Muskie women under the
leadership of Coach Laurie Massa,
dropped two hard-luck. games this
past Thursday, to drop out of the
state tournament, held at Cedarville
College.
In a morning contest, they fell to a

a Iovin·
glassful

pesky Oberlin squad. The final read
Qberlin- 63; X.U.- 59.
·
It was nip and tuck down the
stretch and the Muskies trailed by 2
with 10 ticks left on the clock. Xavier·
had to foul, and Oberlin cashed in at
the charity line to assure victory.
Kevin Maloney led the team in
· · scoring with 22 points.
In the night game, the women fell
to Case Western 60 to 54, to bow·out
of the tourney. .
They led by a mere point, 32 to 31.

at the half, but were outscored by
seven in the final twenty minutes.
. Sheila Connolly had 21 for the
losers while teammate Kevin
Maloney added 14.
The Muskie women ended their
season on a sour note, but did get
into .the tournament and showed
respect.ability in it. Overall, the
Muskies were 7 and 6 and they lost
one senior Katy Stratman, so the
future here in Muskieland looks
bright for Massa and Co.

~------------------------~~--,
"What's
Happening in SportB·
·BASEBALL
March 13 (Sun.)

Northern Kentucky State

Away (1:00)

.Now interviewing

. .·sophomores ·
for management
opportunities

The United States Army is inter-:
viewing sophomores for future positions.
as Army officers. .
, . :
:Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program at_· Fort .
Knox, Ky., to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks
is over $500, plus travel; room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept active duty and.· reserve obliga- ·
tions upon.graduatiori~ ·'
For an interview appointment, contact:
Captain Schiess
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
TELEPHONE 745-3646
·;
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Brothers Sieber T8juvenate pride in XU athletics
By TIM GRELL
Newa 8Pol1t Wrller.

. Can. the Sieber brothers bring
.pride to Xavier· by repeating their
.u.s~ Polo Association's National
lnter~Collegiate Indoor Cham·
.pionship? ·
That will be the question for the
Sieber brothers, X.U.'s own "Three
Musket~rs", as they advance to the
second .bracket of competition today; after-defeating the University of
Virginia-19-3.
.
·
· · The· winner of a match between
Skidmore and Norwich, will face
.Yale, and the winner of that match
:will advance to phiy Xavier.
· ~ --Well,··what about this team? .
· .. lt·could be said that it's a "family
affair", Rob, a senior finance major,
·Jake;·a junior in urban studies, and
John, a sophomore marketing major, comprise Xavier's polo team under the coaching skills of their father,
· Robert Sieber.
·
They are the first all-brother team
to ever win the Indoor championships, and also the .first
midwestern team to e.ver win the
coveted trophy· in its SO year history.
The Sieber brothers were first introduced to polo by their father, who
is a twenty year veteran of the sport.
Under his direction, the Siebers, or
better known as the Queen City Polo
Club, became one of the five best
teams in the midwestern circuit.
Mr. Seiber led the team to a fantastic 98-2 record in a S year span,
and held an unprecedented 65 game
winning streak which lasted over 3~
years.
. The game of indoor polo differs
from the outdoor version in a few
areas; for one, it is quicker. This

quickness is because the game is ~on- · The indoor team consists of three one of the only teams in the nation
fined to a much smaller field than the men. The number I man plays main- with this high rating .
outdoor version, and is. similar in ly offense, whereas, the number 3
However, California Davis, the
man plays mainly defense. The · 1975 champs, share in the honors of
size to that of an ice hockey rink.
The ability to use the walls comes ·number 2 man moves around to play such a rating.
into play in the strategy of the game. a combination of both offense and
One of the reasons for the X;U.
The change from the outdoor defense.
team's high rating, is the experience
wooden ball to the indoor rubber
The Sieber brothers have applied that Jake and Rob gained while
one, has also helped to make the their outdoor skills to the indoor ver- playing in Argentina two years ago.··
Some of the players they comgame interesting for players and fans sion well enough to have them earry
alike.
·
a 3-goal rat!ng. This .makes Xavier peted against carried a 10-goal

rating, which is the highest mark a
player can obtain.
When asked if this experience
helped him, Rob replied, "It ad·
vanced our knowledge of the game
approximately 3 years.
In a year whicti the Intercollegiate
sports program has been somewhat
mediocre, the Sieber brothers have
brought a rejuvenated pride to the
athletic program of Xavier.

XU cracks under_ Cleveland's - defense;
destroyed by Dayton ''terrorists'' 84-48
.

By RON HARPER
Newt 8pol1t Wrllwr

Similar to all teams, Xavier has its
ups and downs. The difference on
the hardwood Wednesday, March2,
cost the Musketeers a 73-65 loss to
Cleveland State.
The Muskies played -together
(believe it or not) during the first half
of play. Showing what seemed to be
a sense of personal pride; . the
Muskies appeared hungry for a victory. Leading by four, at the end of
the half, the dominant play was· due

Rifle team
breaks old
record

to "the execution of the offense,"
said sophomore Marty Wolf.
The second half of play resulted in
dismay for the Muskies. Folding under the Cleveland State pressure
defense, the lack of spirit,
enthusiasm, and determination on
th'! part of the ballplayers assured
the team there was no win in sight.
"Some of these guys just don't give
a damn whether we win or lose," said .
a disgusted DaleHaarman following
the game. There exists on the Xavier
·campus, apathy among students and
players.
·

Not to let a negative attitude over·come him, senior Tony Hubbard
played one of the last games in his
Xavier career, collecting IS
rebounds, 9 points, and bis first slam
dunk of the season.
.
.
Embarrassing is the best work to
describe the Dayton~X.U. massacre.
The "Gem City" sent its terrorists
to destroy the Musketeertbasketball
program.
The Dayton Flyers didn't need to ·
send its troops to crush the Muskies.
The team is and ·has been hurting

...

itself all season. The available talent
on the team is not being utilized. A
sense of personal pride should have
kept the Dayton slaughter to a
minimum.
·
Coach Tay Baker used everyone
on his bench (with the exception of
Archie Walker) to receive playing
time in the hopeless Dayton contest.
The second team played well, considering they haven't had much game
experience.
Dayton made a healthy meal out
of the Musketeers, coasting to an
easy 84-48 vict~ry.

...·· ... ·

·the ·. a,;

By GREG GOOLSBY

This-Is a cryptogram,a form of code langua98;
ah.Wys.slanC:tiilg f0.. ,;A;' the ;.;-rtor "(f
where letters of the alphllbet stand for other anct the'"L.:' for "t" Your challenge is to break the
letters of the alphabet. For instance, the words · code of the cryptogram below, and discover its
"A CAT" in a CI'Y.Ptogram might be "Q TQL;' hidden m8ssage.

New8 81aH Wrllar

The Xavier rifle team broke ·its
most recently held record of 2112
points last Saturday, in a grudge
match against Morehead State University.
The new record is 26 points higher
than the one previously. held, in a
match against Kentucky University,
earlier this· year.
. Saturday's high score leveled out
"'·to 2138 points. The maximum score
is 2400 -points.
The top rifleman for the day was
junior Mark Pitcher with 548 points.
. Next highest in li~e were Bill Meyers
with 532, Paula Wellbrock with 530, .
and Chuck Finger with 528.

.:·:, ... t ..-

ECIQ VJWNCJOH
MZ VWUOISZD CIRF:
"KT RISWG LIZ LIK ZMFT
ZJOT EIC ESCZDTC HTMCRD
IC RILHJGTCMZJIL, ISC
OJRZSMWH ATJLN OSRD
HVTLZ, THVTRJMWWU
1·sc ATTCT."

RESEARCH
T.housands of Topics ..•..
send. for your uP..to-dllte, 160pege, mail order c:atelog. Enclose
$1.00 to c:Over . posteg&t and
hancling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHO AVE., I 206 .
-··Los ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

·our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

When there's a challenge,

quality mak~s the difference.

HASSAN MOTO..S, INC,
38t3 MONTOOMI:JtV ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 411212

sat-eebo

..

·

10% OFF

on all service and parts to
: X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards. :

I
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. We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
· The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
· our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
. Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'lllikePabst better: Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always com_e through.
01977 PABST BREWING CbMPANY M1lwnukec Wis. Peonn He1ghts Ill. Nnwark N J
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Sororities and Fraternities: help or hinder community?

(jDinion

Xavier is a small university, we have.our cliques, our readily identifiable groups. Commuters are distinct from dormies. Inactive.
students are the bane of active students. &eer drinkers disdain "christian inieractors". Jocks make too much noise for pre-Meds. The
more established interests groups of Pied Piper, Breen and Mario.n
Hall get their share of criticism. At wont these groups promote t~e1r
own interests to the exclusion of the others; at best the groups prov1de
diversity and fill niches within· the Xavier community. The Xavier
student population needs to be more aware of itself as a community ..
Fragmenting it and institutionalizing this fragmentation defeats this
goal of community. Fraternities and sororities would institutionalize
. special group-interest, restrict mobility among various interests
.
groups, and further alienate the independent individ~l..
Service orientation has been sugested as a criteria for establishment of a greek soeiety. Yet consider the possible breakdown which
could arise: Newspaper Frat, Government Frat, Social Frat, Athletic
Frat, Negative Frat, Pre-Med Frat (and equivalent sororities). Interaction among these groups and switchovers of individuals, would
practically speaking, disintegrate. It has been mentioned that a
fraternity could agree to referee all Intramural sports. To this a fraternity advocate commented "can you imagine one frat reffins another,
they'd never stand for it!" Competition and rivalry are also inherent in
the collegiate greek system. On a large campus these elements are
healthy. At Xavier they would contribute even more so to the demise
of community spirit.
. ··
One objective for Xavier's hypotheticalgreek system is to involve
commuters in campus life. Fraternity and sorority houses would give
commuters places to congregate. That would be very convenient.
However it would mean even gre~ter isolation of small groups of people, and dissolve any vague need to· assaciate with the larger mass of
students (as in the grill).
·
· ·
·
To prevent exclusively dormie or commuter fraternities and

I'Ll fJ\l Wflll MY FRAT
12ollfE~ lhl'fH£ CI\F.

. l't1

WOf~ ~

fttv•«

sororities, would quotas be established to balance membership? In
.
application this is untenable.
In addition there is no guarantee that frats would strengthen com. muter involvement on campus. More often. than not, the commuter
operates on a crowded schedule. Greek letters will not change this
time factor. Furthermore, the conscientious (and penny wile) commuter would refrain from affiliation. This commuter would then suffer not only the alienation of .ocommuterhood" but the double strike
of "unaffiliated commuterhood". What irks me most is the underlying assumption that because the commuter is·· unable to spend every
waking hour at. Muskie Hills Country Club he is missing something
crucial. I'd like to see statistics correlating campus life to the quality
of life.
There are involved commuters and uninvolved commuters. Campus activities should take pains to reach the interested commuter but
the Greek alphabet will not significantly change their numbers. The
system may actually discourage a timid but interested individual
from approaching an activity if it entailed some sort of Ions range
committment.
Mobility is available to the Xavier student within the. university
community. Relatively easy access exists to all student groups - no initiations, no dues, no pledging - mobility depends largely on an individual's initiative. For a community of Xavier's size, this is
preferable to any further division.
.·
Irdhe last analysis fraternities and sororities -· even austensibly
service oriented ones - would intensify on campus social life; create
rivalry which would persist off the playing field and further aliena~e
commuters..
·
Xavier should enhance itself as a diversified community. The innovation of wins communities approaches this objective more
positively than the establishment of a greek system.
SMF
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National Greek system promotes Christian ideal
By BUDDY REED
_

Newa Gu11t Writer

M,, Reed is a senior pre-medfrom Toledo,
Ohio and a member of UC's Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity,
The incorporation of a Greek fraternity or
sorority system into the Xavier community
would do a great deal to make Xavier a better
institution on many levels. Fraternities and
~ororities affect all aspects of college life, givmg many students the chance for involvemem: ·
One problem at Xavier is, and has been
c.or_n.muler uninvolvcment in campus ai::. tl'lltles, even though many attempts have been
made to intcr(:st commuters in these activities.
Fraternities and so.rorities would attract more
commuters to campus, , assuming each
organization would have a centrally located
campus house. This could also serve to bring
the dormies and commuters together, breaking down established stereotypes, and even
convincing commuters to move on campus.
Those involved in Greek systems tend to
maintain an above average academic level,
which is necessary in order to join and remain
an active member in national fraternities. At
U.C. (with whom I am affiliated) the all-Greek
G.P.A. was above the all-campus G.P.A. This
would maintain the academic atmosphere of
Xavier, if not heighten it.
The Greek system also tends to keep people
in school who wouid otherwise drop out. Case
• in point: the president of Phi Kappa Theta (the
fraternity i!l whicli I am a brother) was having
academic problems and considered leaving
school. However, due to his fraternal commitment he decided to pursue his studies with
more vigour and stay in school. Now he is doing well and .has been' in office for two terms.
Furthermore, fraternities and sororities
teach self-discipline .. One learns quickly when
to party and when to study in order to remain
an active member. The rest of the fraternity
pressures those who are not·meeting academic
standards.
··

Another strong point of the Greek system is could be backed f>y th~ Greeks all year and
outside· their house; and with a strong InterGreek council there would be the goodwill and
involvement in the university. Such a system could cause a person to join a sorority or
brotherhood between organizations as well as
promotes spirit for the school, intercollegiate fraternity for that reason.
functions .being better attended by larger,
Finally, most fraternities and sororities are
within each chapter itself.
more spirited gorups rather than individuals. ' based on Christian principles and i~eals. They
There are very few Greeks who when 'they
meet one another do not feel a bond of
A fraternity or sorority house would be an teach their members to respect one another as
brotherhood or friendship toward that person
ideal place for the group to gather before go- brothers or sisters and to go out of their way
for one another. The Greek organizations
ing to a game or other event.
because they are Greek and have something in
Through sororities and fraternities there teach responsibility through holding office
common. To work hard together and compete
could be a stronger and more representative and working with others in a group toward a
hard against each other in play is not
student government. By being members of positive goal, something which is much more
something which will hurt Xavier or. its social
these organizations students would get more e.asily achieved and beneficial if done in
structure. Bringing national fraternities and
involved in the running of the university, feel- brotherhood rather than alone. Xavier isn't so
sororities can only help. Xavier University to
ing that they are really a part of something that large that everyone would not know others
be a better place to grow and learn.
has some .voice, rather than just ;.mother stu·
dent whose opinibn really doesnl count. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Students would work to obtain more rights for
themselves rather than standing around drink- ·
ing beer saying "who cares" or complaining,
but doing nothing.
Xavier would also find that their alumni
would return more often and be more active
from within the fraternity's or sorority's alumni association. These alumni would also aid in
a house to live in is nice and you get
By rETE MELER _
recruiting as would the whole Greek system.
to know 'the community in the area,
Newa Gilnt Writer
Although Xavier doesn't suffer from a lack
-however, people do not necessarily ·
Pete Meier, Marion Hall Director,
of parties or th.ings to do, fraternities and
have fraternities for this reason. I
senior, Cleveland.
sororities would enhance social life a great
believe . pride and comeraderie are
deal. lntramurals could be made more ex"I'm not sure on the issue of fratergood.
.
citing, especially in the fall when there is no
As for as the practical application
nities and sororities at Xavier, but
football. Greek Week would become more
I'm skeptical.
·
goes, I have so many questions: Will
competitive and would involve more students
Xavier is a small university and . people be further fragmented if they
in its planning and events.
the fragmentation would have a bad
do not join a fraternity or sorority?
result. They· would affect the
Would there be houses or Greek
autonomy ·of the per~on; who was
letters above the wing Doors? Who
Furthermore, if all the Greek organizations
here to study. and, not mainly to • would regulate.these places, Houswere required to have a service orientation
socialize. Personally; ,I've. ha'd the. · : irig br ',the ~students thcrrisel~es'!
projects such as the' dance marathon, span~
good experience of living in a house
Socially, would the' parties unite
sor.:'d by U.C.'s Alpha Epsilon Pi, and a soft-·
(Marion Hall). I'm thankful for livthe students- referring to stereotype
ball marathon sponsored by U.C.'s Delta Tau
ing with mature, talented people for · "frat" connotations, or will students
Delta would get the Greek system and Xavier
four years, not from the social standunite around a service objective?
as a whole more involved with community
point, but from the sense of the living
Would students have room to really
welfare. The proceeds from such events can go
situation while I'm studying. Having
change once they were in the frat?
to some worthy charity as they do in both of
the cases mentioned. These charities or causes \..

M~rion

Hall director poses
questions on ·Greek system

xa,ler Newa
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1 South asks for
respect and pride
from X --students
We feel that it ishigh time ~o speak
.out against the vandalism that has
been taking place throughout
Brockman Hall. We are IRATE and
feel that our rights have been infringed upon. This is our home and
we try to take care ofit. We do not go
to other dorms to cause destruction,
. and we ask the same respect and
responsibility from fellow students.
It is not the money involved,
although it would be nice if we did
not have to· pay. for the damage. In
fact, it probably aided in the tuition
hike.
May we remind the students that
we are in college, and we are adults
that should be aware of our responsibilities towards friends, and the
outs_ide world. For example, here are
just . a few instances of damage in
Brockman: a water pipe broken, a ·
piece of marble that was torn from
around a bathroom stall, a water
fountain broken beyond· repair; and
fire extinguishers used as toys
countless times. Don't get us wrong!
We are not frowning upon partying,
but it is just not fair for many to pay
so much because of destruction
brought about by· a few. To co'nclude, we ask our friends and ;all
other students to be aware and :·rO:·
have a little pride in Brockman ·so
that we might be able to prevent people from destroying our home and
from getting into trouble because o[
it.
Brockman l South

Flynn bemoans
Brueneman's
complaints

etters

Thurada , March 10, 1917

A leopard can't ehanae nsspots.
-old proverb.
Two letters in last week's (March
3) edition seem to bear comment.
One, a short narrative detailing the
irresponsible, destructive, selfish
behavior of a pack of sports-minded
Muskies, dealt with the theme of student immaturity. The other, an exhortation to attend Bro. Pryor's excellent art and architecture exhibit,
was a veiled re-opening of the
"Xavier as Cultural Tundra"
problem. Both letters were, for my
money, right on target.
That's strange, because the two
letters were both signed by Director
of Student Activities Tony
Brueneman.
Brueneman, of course, is the
mastermind from whose alluvially
(effluvially?) fertile imagination
have come such pedagogical
milestones as greaser dances, tricycle
races on the Mall, the Valentine's
Day Assassins, an all-night dance
contest always held on a school
night, and such gustatory delights as
beer chugging, White Castle stuffs,
and vertical egg drops - which lastnamed events always· seem to happen
shortly after . the consciousness- raising marathon of Food Week.
Uncle Tony (as his friends call
him) has also ramrodded a piethrowing contest which- gained
Xavier national publicity - as if we
~ceded to look like a Soupy Sales U.
on front pages across America - a
mass mud-slogging event in which
contestants were sent in barefoot
even though the organizers knew
that the mudbath's floor. bristled
with beer-can tops, shards of glass,
sharp rocks, and other toe-tearers;
and an intramurals schedule which
has gotten so out of hand that some
men's games are starting as ·late as
. I :30 a.m., whether there is class the
· next morning or not.
In short, Mr. Brueneman seems to
be the . man most single-handedly
responstble for the explosion of
irresponsibility ·and intellectual
apathy which he is now decrying in
his letters to the Editor!
·
It's not all Tony's fault, of course ..
The degree to which the University
has regularly seized upon Greek
Week and similar admitted "idiocy"

as a publicity tool for Xavier is
known to anyone who has followed
·the Cincinnati press for a year.- While
such publicity does get the University name in print, it fails to connect
that name in the public mind with
those things for which a university
shoul~ be known - responsibility,
matunty, and academics.
Given Xavier's press over the
years, then, no wonder our student
body has become significantly
more into beer, sports, and good
times, and le·ss into politics,
philosophy, or even learning. I've
seen it in my four years here; and it's
not related to the ·general conservative trend on college campuses,
since the Sixties never really hit
Xavier anyway.
So it's easy to have a "jock school"
without a big, over-promoted football program, when lntram.urals is as
big as it is at Xavier - and it seems
that's what we've got. Name one
other university with X.U.'s dormcommuter balance with such a large
percentage of the students involved
in intramural sports.
And that, I'm afraid, is the
problem at Xavier: an ever-swelling
coterie of jocks and jockesses who
occasionally need release from the
difficult rules of IM play, by way_of
less-structured activities like those of
Greek. Week . That's exactly the kind
of mentality which could experience·
so desperate a need to play tennis as
to vault the fence of the first warm
day and play in the rain, $75,000
playing surface be damned: the kind
of mentality which, frustrated on the
courts, seeks release by way of lessstructured activities like breaking
dorm windows; the kind of mentality
that delights in knocking over the
North Lot guardhouse. Is it coincidence that, in this year of record
I M rosters, carry-out beer sales in
the Games Room have hit record
highs - or that the guardhouse has
been knocked on its side more times
than in· the last ·three years combined? And God forbid the X.U.
stop openly seeking such students the construction costs of that
O'Costly Sports Center[sic] must be
justified to the parents who pay the
tuition hike its operation required.
· Things could be worse, of course;
some state schools are turning out
grads who can't even ftgure out an
employment application, much less
the rules of five-man under-six-foot
basketball. Maybe there lies our
future? Who knows ...
So, Tony, please no more letters.
The student childishness you have
finally besun to deplore is largely the
fruit of your own efforts. Maybe the
fact that you have resorted to the
· News to bewail the effects of your
own handiwork merely serves to in- .
dicate the extent to which the continued recruitment of "today's
Muskie" - a mythical creature cast
in, t seemingly, your image - has
become the. policy of the University.
If that's so, I'm just glad I'm get.ting out of here .•. and I hope my
diploma gets me a· job. before it
becomes common knowledge what a
modern Xavier diploma has come to
mean.
Tom "Our Man" Flynn
Associate-Editor-in-Exile

Women ·in the
. Church: primarily
a political. issue
I was· pleased to see the Xavier
·News editorial concerning the recent
papal declaration on the ordination
of women. Ministry is not simply the
· concern of the ministers but also of
the ministered. I am encouraged ·to
see students .confronting a controversial topic in the Church at present. I am hopeful these interests will
continue as students leave Xavier
and become members of other parish
commun.ities.
While I support the News editorial
and do not agree with the positions
of our Holy Father and Archbishop,
I do not intend to argue them.
Rather, I would like to bring into
focus another viewpoint.
An editorial in the Jesuit publication America of Feb. 12, 1977
suggests that the issue of women's
ordination is not one. of who may
sacramentally minister but who will

have the positions of authority and
decision-making within the Church
hierarchy. In other. words the
problem is not simply who will
celebrate liturgy; the problem is that
if women are ordained they will inherit the responsibilities to preach in
the Church's name and therefore be
eligible ·for the fruits of the priest's
labor: authority - as seen in
pastors, rectors, chancellors,
bishops, etc. The issue is no longer
theological ·but political. Who has
the power now? Do you need to be
ordained to exercise it? Is the Church
going to share it with those not ordained?
Equality is at stake here. I assume
the Church supports· equality
between men and women: equal pay
for equal work, etc. But as the
America editorial ·states, "The
almost entire absence of women at
Vatican II and in the current roster
of the Roman congregations - including the commission that dr~w up
the present document - no longer
makes any sense at all." I agree. It
makes no sense that when there are
women religious who are presidents
of universities and administrators of
large hospitals that there are few
women in influential positions in the
Church structure.
Archbishop Bernadin has stated
that the Church is surrounded by a
"negatively neutral" culture. He
stresses the need for Christians to
counter those contemporary secular
mores which violate principles of
Christianity, as in the areas of abortion, sexuality, and the quality of
human life. The fact that the Church
has not in her practice shown equality toward women by placi~g them in
policy-making positions suggests
that the Church picks and chooses
which injustices she would like to
challenge.
If the. Church desires to be truly
counter~cultural, as Bernardin
suggests, there is a responsibility to
those women in service to the
Church~ a responsibility to support
and encourage women's equality
within the Church structure. Ordaining women to priesthood is only
one facet of the total equality picture. There are other ways the .
Church can promote equality for
women: by · placing women in
decision-making positions in the
parish, chancery, · commissions,
bishops' congress, and the Roman
congregations.
St. Paul tells us that if we ask what
we need in the name of the Lord we
shall receive it.
The future of the Church depends
upon the leadership of her dedicated,
capable, and enlightened believers
- both men and women, religious
and lay. She need only ask.
Tracey Robson

Cheerleaders lead? ·

citement was provided by the team in
what I considered to be their best ef~
fort of the year ..
Northern Kentucky, now our only
really competitive rivalry since we
seemingly can't · beat Division I
perennial opponents (UC, Dayton,
Loyola, Detroit, Marquette, Notre
Dame): eight . of fourteen
cheerleaders, one cheer. Rah.
Dayton, a long-standing rivalry, a
·Saturday night game: eight
cheerleaders, one cheer, as usual
(i.e., poorly-performed and done
after the outcome has been decided
for half an hour).
Now, I'm not going to say that the
cheerleaders should go to every road
game, but it would be a sign of some
enthusiasm on the part of the
cheerleaders if they would show at
some. But:
Notre Dame, zero; Marquette, a
long distance but during break, zero;
Dayton, which would have required
all of one hour's driving each way,
plus gas - three guys and one girl.
Let's note the opposition record at
sending their cheerleaders on the
road. St. Louis had their full contingent; so did Dayton. Ashland sent
. theirs; Detroit had their full crew.
Memphis State sent all their
cheerleaders to UC on a Monday
night.
Now, the next excuse will be "but
we don't get any money for that ... "
This we call cow chips. Our.
supposedly apathetic compatriots
from Clifton have cheerleaders who
worked their tails off to raise the
money to go to New Orleans and
Memphis. I imagine they'll raise
enough to go to the NCAAs, if possi- ·
ble. Meanwhile, our gems can't
make it to Dayton, South Bend, Indianapolis, Detroit, CiJji;~_go;
The Xavier University student
body is being taken for a ride even
paying for the uniforms they wear,
· while hard workers like Clef Club
can't raise money for the performances the school president commands. The cheerleaders ha.ve the
spirit and polish of a week-old beer,
the grace of a hippopotamus, the
energy of a fried egg, and the style of
spilled gravy· on ·a tuxedo. At least
the guys are. smart. enough to just be
up there for laughs.
Who is responsible for this fiasco?
There are four possible answers: J)
these are Xavier's best, a possibility
which insults the rest of the students;
2) they are good, but are out for the
transcript, not the participation, in
which case, let's get less talented
students who will at least try; 3) they
get . ne decent coaching, which
doesn't explain why they don't try;
or 4) they can't do anything, which
says something about the selection
process and their advisor, the omnipresent Tony Brueneman.
·
Either our "cheerleaders" can't, or
th,ey won't, but we can say for sure
that they don't.
Ray Lebowllki

Sir:
If I hadn't become so angry while
reading the cheerleaders'letter to the
general student body in the March 3
Neither· Archbishop Bernadin nor
issue, · I would have been howling.
your commentary revealed the real
That this bunch of clowns should reason why women cannot enter the
call the students apathetic, in view of priesthood. Anyone with a
their record in the last two months, is theology I economics double major
an insult to the student body.
could tell you that the problem is ·
By . the time this is printed, the money.. or the lack of it. New
basketball season will be over - seminaries would have to be built for
t~ank whomever. Maybe next year,
all the future priestesses, because
we won't see so much Qfthe freelan- you can't expect men· and women to
cing foulups that ruined this year.
train for the celibate life in the same
Maybe we'll see some changes of ma-· place; most of the seminarians I
jor proportions, 'instead of the know drool whenever they approach
. Athletic Dept. policies that haven't
a statue of a female s·,int. And
worked since· the 1958 NIT seminaries, .especially today, are not
championship nobody ·wants to
cheap; the good ones run upwards of
forget, since it was our last fame: . $1 ,000,000, and carpeting is extra.
Now, it has always seemed that
Few people realize that before his
most cheerleaders show up for the coronation, Pope Paul was a banker
home games, and as many of the in Des Moines, where he came to
road games as possible. Also,. let us .share the belief of Woody Allen
examine the record as to the number (although they never met) that
of times the "cheerleaders" showed "Money is better than poverty, if
enough initiative to do anything re- only for financial reasons." So unless
quiring them t~ get off. their duffs the Church C!ln obtain extra funds,
and go out on the floor to lead a the millions of women now fervently
~heer (anybody can crouch on the
longing to enter the priesthood are
sideline and mutter "let's go X").
doomed to disappointment, for a
. Home games first:
seminary which houses both men
Detroit, a Saturday afternoon and women is bound to decrease its
game against a nationally-ranked clergy potential and increase its lay
opponent: seven cheerleaders, one or potential.
Keith Fette
two cheers, no enthusiasm. Any ex-

Women priests cost

...
I he /'~:;JC nC\·er rests, we will strike when you least ex·
P<'<l it: Larry. Carl. Ronald, Ralph, Stanley. and
Knnwna.

~
~

l'hc .\S.IC is head-hunting. Will you be our next vic-

tim'!
Tommy S: Love that parking lotTony A: Th~ ASJC is watching you.
Tony B: Dropped a baby iately? .
_Ramona: drop that D. B. aS soon as you can.
Love of my life and light of my eyes, Happy day- SUe
Steam Roller for Rent: Call the Appalachian Social
Justice Comrltittee

a
fora few

Rod: You know what happened, we know what
happened. For a small charge we will let everybody
believe it was the way yo.u said it was. K3W
Tommy s: I've heard of a day and a dollarshort, but one
month and $16,000? ·
You ain't seen nothing yet, P.T. Barnum. .

The Back Page is a free classified section
POODLE LOST SUNDAY EVENING: off white
le to students, faculty, and staff
"crea111 color." Female Xavier University area ...Child's
University. Ads should not
pet" with red halter and chain. Call 631-7949 or 561words and must be subm
7041
to the News office c/o The
Happy Birthday: J. and F. Vidal; S. Martin. RH
·later than the Sunday
· n. Sorry, nci ad will be reoeaterll To M. F. and 2 South: Fred Astaire did not send Ginger
Rogers the flowers. I did -

good college men.

P.F.'s admirer.

Villa Invitational, April 30th
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called
just about anything.

Joe K. -

The dirty young boys of today are the dirty old men of
tomorrow.
·

Kathy, Marge, and Barb - Looking good, looking
line, body beautifuls all the time.

To whom it may concern: your li1hts are on and motor
is running.

Jeff thanks fo rhelping me blow up all the balloons!
You devil Youl

Doc: Tonight at C-Time? You bring the slippers; I'll bring the hat. , .licen!iouslv Lolitjl

Ginny -

Happy Birthday Roycel

Pas de leur Rhone que nous.
Dopey: When you saw the sign that read "WET CEMENT' I didn't think you really would.
Petie: You are warm, kind, loving, and intelligent. I'd
write more nice lies like this about you, but there's not
enough room.

Roxanne loves you!

Sue exemplifies joyous abandon. ·

Ma11ie -

Pucker power!
the flute was beautiful, thanks!

Conrad, stop that or you'll go blind!
Free lessons in the Cincinnati Lean and Available
Look. Call 3201

L.::l!:cJ~beroftheMarineCorps'.

CiiiT!puS.

AIR
GROUND
·LAW

PIGUI_,

looldngbafewgoodmen.

J.R.H: love S.m. J.H. B. Affectionately Susie
J.G. L. sincerely, Sue
Harry: She knows more of love than the poets can say
and her eyes OFFER Something that won't go away

Needed: Some old Dells, 'Spinners, Stylistics or
Delfonics Records. If you have any, please call Gary
745-3816

Barbara: We'll all try to be on time opening night. The
Cast

For the best in progressive cl Disco Jau, listen to
"Sweet G" on WVXU from 10-2 Sunday nights!

To my secretary: My cousin, Harry Manilow desires to·
meet you and doesn't insist that you forsake all your
morals

Thanks muchly to Monica and Veronica especially,
and everyone else. p.P. Coffeehouse Remodeling Committee

·1·c.. ··-·

$100 for each month of the school year. Its like a
qualify,~ can
atoon _ ··.g ·.'
· You11 also be earning a Marine officers com·
mission through PLC ~ummer ·training at
Quantico, Virginia.
· .·
Talk to the Marine officer who visits yo.ur
'Jbeu__. __ _
$900 annual Sc:holarship.Jf you

Nancy -

we're thinking of you!

XAVIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS MEET CAPTAIN R. E. BLANKENSHIP
AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER (opposite Musketeer Grill) ON MARCH
14th or 15th from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. or call collect (513) 884-2845

Crew: W~ really d_o appreciate it!

Happy Birthday A-squared!!
Buff- Glad you could join US!B. .
Cut the caimon-ball style. ME
Pete - Satui-day was the first day I saw you wearing
different SOX,
·
Doc: How do you feel ab6\lt "hut-jokesT'
Suzie M - You arc a wonderful person. Thanks so
very much! B.
HeC -

Sweets to the sweet: Have a nut!

Happy Birthday Royce
Now that the BUY-centennial is over, what's left f~r
merchants to SELL..,brate?
John - If you arc still interested in working it out, let
me know...
VS - Docs French kissing come naturally to you'/
Laura Thompson
Mark Br)nkman: You aie my dream come true -you
staring German admirer.
Ron Good-looking- Why aren't you in the cafeteria? I
don't have anyone to look at.- Your Swcctsoutbern
admirer
Mike McCall- Where have you been all my life? Your
Irish admirer .
Coates - Y011 sexy thin1. I'm in love with your vowels.
Hot Irish lover ·
·
Marty A Tim Italian

Do you want to Tango? The Hot

Motorcycle for sale ... Honda 350-1973. Excellent condition. S700.00or beat offer... Call Mike Brown at 3365
What in the world iaa zi>ogie?... For that matter, what
il a chic?

.::...::..=:___ _ - - - - - - - -

XU hosts
38th annual
ROTC ball
Saturday night March 4 Xavier
and Northern Kentucky College
R.O.T.C. held their 38th annual
Military Ball. The event was in the
Xavier cafeteria with 225 guests
attending.
Mr; Rod Shearer .vice-president
and Dean for Student Development
was the honored guest of Col.
Hamilton, professor of Military
Science at Xavier. .This is the first
time the ball has been held at Xavier,
in previous years the dance tookplace downtown. The dance is sponsored entirely by ROTC with help
from Student government. Of the 89
Xavier ROTC students 65 attended
with their dates. Capt. James M.
Dregne, chairman of this year's Ball
"It is a tradition to get the cadre and
faculty together once a year for this .
big dance."

[1f&1 •13 t¥11

MUo'f FIRS'f.8ECOME. FOLLOWERS. ·

.

BECOME A LEAt:>ER 8Y

FOLLOWING- JE:.5US CHRIST
AS A PRIEST, SISTER OR BROTHER
CONTACT':· VOCATION OFFICE
5440 MOEL.L.Eii: A.VE. • ROOM &77
CINCINNATI, 0~/0 45;!/Z •b31~ 8777
- TO FINii OUT HOW.·- • • •• ••
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How hiri~ yOU
can·cost Somebody
$42,168
Whatever America's unemployment
rate, 89,(XX),(XX) of us now hold jobs.
That won't mean much when you look
for a .job, yourself. You'll have tough
competition. You're among t8,(XX),(XX)
more Americans looking for work over
the next ten years. That's how many ·
new jobs America must create, including yours.
It'~ going .to co~t a lot of money. , ·
Before you get a dime of salary. whoever hires you will have to buy .tools.
office space. factory equipment and
buildings-the things it takes to let you
do your job. The a.verage cost to companies is now S42.168 for each job.
We don't mean you can't be hired
until your employer finds exactly
S42,l68. You might walk into an existing
j,ob. But don't .count on it. Not with
18.<XX>,(XX) competitors. Some companies can hire you for less than S4~.168.
But others-heavy industry, for
instance-need much more. At Armco.
our cost is now $55,600 a job.
That money must come from
whatever a c~mpany has left over after
expenses. In other words. from profits;
A company might borrow against future profits to make you a job. But
still, profits pay for jobs because that's
· the orily source companies have.
If you asked your friends how
much the average U.S. company clears
in profits on each dollar of sales,
chances arc many of them. would guess
25«~: or more. The truth is 5q: or less.
That's not m~ch to put to work to
' make new jobs.

Plaintalk
.
about PROFITS

FREE··Armco's
-plain talk on
hoW to get~ job

Over our company's 77-'year history,
Armco has averaged 5q: profit on each
dollar of sales. We pay out part of our
earnings immediately in dividends to
Armco's lOO,<XX> shareholders. So out
of each nickel, we have perhaps Jq:
left to invest in new jobs.
Building $55,600 jobs-Jq: at a
time- is tough. At this rate, we must
sell another Sl,850,<XX> worth of .
products and services to clear enough
inoney for a single new job. That's'
why betttlr profits are important. They
make more jobs. Even Government
jobs. The Government's money comes
from taxes on all of us who work.
Next .time_some know-it-all sneers
at "money-grubbing business:· ask him
what he'd do without it. He's sneering
at ~is own job chances, and yours.

We've got a free booklet ~o help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart.
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to knciw. Like. why
you should bone up on companies you.
like. What to do alter the first inter~
view. ·Hints to make you a more aggressive. attractive job candidate. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting,·
ArmcO .wants lAIII: plain
with help from the placement staff of
talk abOut profits and jobs
a. leading university.
.
Send for your free copy of How to . Does our message make sense'! We'd
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporlike to know what vou think. Your
ation, Educational Relations Dept.,
personal experiC:mces. Facts to prove
General Offices, U·l. Middletown.
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited, so
. We'll send you back a more detailed
wri~enow. ·
report on profits and jobs. Our offer of
How to Get a Job, above. tells you how
to write us: Let us hear from you. We've
all got a. stake in more American jobs.

'ARMCO,.

v

Xavier Newa·

